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California’s largest utility suffered its steepest inventory plunge in 16 years Wednesday as issues grew that potential
legal responsibility prices from damaging wildfires threaten the corporate’s monetary future.

Shares in

PG&E
 Corp.

 
PCG -21.79%

 
fell practically 22% and its bonds had been additionally hammered, capping 5 straight days of losses which have
dragged shares down greater than 47%, its worst such stretch on file.

The free fall started after the corporate reported to state regulators that one in all its transmission traces had
malfunctioned earlier than the beginning of an enormous hearth in Northern California. The hearth has now
destroyed greater than 7,600 single-family houses and killed no less than 48 folks.

The San Francisco-based firm reported in a securities submitting Tuesday night time that it had exhausted its
revolving traces of credit score and warned that its $1.four billion of insurance coverage protection for wildfires
occurring between Aug. 1 and July 31, 2019, could also be inadequate to cowl all potential legal responsibility claims
in opposition to the corporate.
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Geisha Williams, PG&E’s chief government, stated in an interview that it was untimely to take a position about
whether or not the corporate would wish to hunt chapter safety. She stated the corporate tapped its credit score
traces to create extra monetary flexibility.

“The reason for the fireplace has not been decided, so it’s not clear if we’re going to be held accountable,” Ms.
Williams stated, including that it’s at present centered on aiding communities and first responders.

State investigators have but to find out whether or not PG&E gear prompted any present wildfires, or whether or not
the corporate was negligent, findings that might set off state fines in addition to gasoline lawsuits from owners and
others who misplaced property.

However the utility, already dealing with billions in potential legal responsibility prices from final yr’s wildfires, is
confronting a sobering state of affairs with none straightforward fixes, as an prolonged drought and inhabitants
progress into fire-prone forested areas turns components of California right into a harmful tinderbox.

PG&E’s Pacific Fuel & Electrical Co. unit serves about 16 million folks from Santa Barbara nearly all the best way as
much as the Oregon border. The corporate owns and operates lots of of miles {of electrical} wires that crisscross an
more and more dry area at rising danger of fireplace, a brand new actuality that California Gov. Jerry Brown has
attributed partially to a altering local weather. State investigators have already concluded PG&E gear helped spark
no less than 16 fires final yr, producing lots of of lawsuits.

The corporate was price greater than $36 billion in September 2017, earlier than the latest spate of fires in Northern
California. It closed on Wednesday price $13.27 billion. PG&E reduce its dividend and took a $2.5 billion cost earlier
this yr.

“The fact is that fireplace season is yr spherical and fires are spreading at charges we’ve by no means seen earlier
than,” stated Ms. Williams, PG&E’s CEO. “We should work collectively throughout all sectors and disciplines to deal
with this difficulty with urgency.”

Citi analyst Praful Mehta estimated the overall harm attributable to the present hearth might attain $15 billion, similar
to the 2017 hearth damages, although PG&E wouldn’t essentially bear these prices in full if discovered answerable
for the blaze.

Mr. Mehta stated these potential legal responsibility prices might increase the danger of chapter for PG&E, which
might pressure the California Legislature to contemplate rescuing the corporate.

“All roads result in Sacramento,” he stated. “There is no such thing as a approach they might face all of these
liabilities with no legislative answer.”

PG&E has already sought assist from the state. Earlier this yr, it efficiently pushed for laws that might permit it to
cross on wildfire-liability prices to its prospects underneath sure circumstances. However the invoice takes impact in
January, leaving the corporate at present unprotected from legal responsibility claims arising from the present blaze
in Northern California, often called the Camp Hearth.

One other hearth, often called the Woolsey Hearth, was burning to the south in components of Los Angeles and
Ventura County that aren’t inside PG&E’s protection space.

The liabilities may very well be monumental. Legal professionals who sued PG&E following devastating fires in 2015
and 2017 are already mobilizing to sue the corporate for the Camp Hearth.

A coalition of regulation corporations calling itself Northern California Hearth Legal professionals filed a negligence
lawsuit Tuesday on behalf of greater than a dozen residents affected by the blaze, alleging PG&E did not correctly
preserve its gear. The lawsuit particulars what the legal professionals name a “common sample of putting its
personal income earlier than the security of the California residents it serves.”

Following the 2017 fires, people, municipalities and insurance coverage corporations filed greater than 800 civil
lawsuits in opposition to PG&E. The primary trial in these instances is slated to happen subsequent September.

Britt Strottman, a lawyer with Baron & Budd who has efficiently sued PG&E over earlier fires and a natural-gas
explosion, stated the corporate had uncared for security issues, creating the present state of affairs.

“They proceed to have a tradition the place they neglect the upkeep of their system and divert cash that ought to be
used for security to government bonuses,” she stated.



PG&E spokeswoman Lynsey Paulo strongly disagreed. “Nothing is extra vital to PG&E than the security of our
prospects, our communities, our workers and our contractors,” she stated.

It might take years to kind out fines and liabilities, based on Top Capital Markets. It estimated that state hearth
investigators wouldn’t formally decide the reason for the present hearth, together with PG&E’s function, till
subsequent summer season, and that settlements on claims might take till 2020 on the earliest.

PG&E expressed concern final week in regards to the potential for extra wildfires, fueled by the state’s Santa Ana
winds. It notified about 70,000 prospects that it would flip off their energy as a security measure. Sturdy winds can
blow electrical traces into bushes or into one another, producing electrical arcs that may drop sparks and molten
materials onto dry vegetation. The corporate in the end determined there wasn’t sufficient danger to warrant shutting
off the ability.

At 6:15 a.m. on Nov. 8, PG&E detected an outage on a high-voltage transmission line that connects a century-old
dam within the Sierra Nevada mountains to the remainder of the state’s energy grid. The issue on the road occurred
close to Pulga in Northern California. Fifteen minutes later, a wildfire was reported in that neighborhood. Whipped by
excessive winds, the fireplace grew shortly into the deadliest in California historical past.
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